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ABSTRACT

The study assessed the impact of outsourcing on organizational performance in beverage

Industries using a case study of Crown Beverages Limited. The objectives of this study were

limited to: finding out the reasons for outsourcing. analyzing the effects of outsourcing.

investigating ways of improving outsourcing in organisations. and to examining the various

indicators of effective organizational performance.

The researcher used a cross sectional survey design involving both qualitative and quantitative

in nature. Primary and secondary sources of data were used and the researcher macic use

ofpurposive sampling. A sample size of 32 respondents were used to solicit information using

likert scale type questionsfrom the questionnaires and an interview guide.

Analysis of findings revealed that focusing on core competency is the reason as to why Crown

Beverages Limited adopted the Outsourcing strategy/approach Results further revealed that

outsourcing has helped Crown Beverages Limited to save a lot in terms of effori., time.

infrastructure and labor costs and this has helped the company to improve on its per~m1ance..

Finally it was seen that level of innovation was seen as the indicator of effective performance at

Crown Beverages Limited.

The study therefore recomm~hds that the company should ensure that they outsource only fiom

competent firms that can help them achieve the desired levels of performance and that proper

communication systems be put in place so as to effectively share relevantin formation with

outsourcing firms.

ix



CHAPTER ONE

1.0 IntroductIon. 4?
This chapter contains the t~ckground of the study, Statemeni of the prbblem, Purpose of the

study, Objectives~ Research questions, Scope of the study, Significances of the study and the

definition of key terms in relation to the topic.

1.1 Background of the Study

In today’s business world, sustaining a competitive position is a paramount concern. Competition

among companies is intense with many competitors in the market and each ensuring that he does

the best to meet customer’s needs (Belcourt,2006).Belcourt (2006),tlirther noted that the ability

of a firm to survive depends on how the firm takes advantage of the opportunities in the market

place to satisf~ its customers. Many companies have demonstrated their capabilities of being

sensitive to their activities by ensuring that they perform their activities in time whereby they

have concentrated on the core activities and leftthe non coreactivities to the outsourced firms to

perform them.Earlier, outsourcing focused on tactical benefits like cost reduction, performance.

quality and enhancing core competencies, but the focus of modern outsourcing is about

transformational outsourcing, like providing innovative ideas (Rebernik and Bradac, 2006). This

is tiecause in the modem world cost reduction has no meaning without innovation, which in turn

lea4s to better performance (Rebernik and Bradac, 2006). Therefore, outsourcing has turned out

to bp one of the most influe~tial management tools. It has become the new frontier of modern

busipesi.

Outsourcing has become an important business approach, and a competitive advantage may be

gaiqed as products or services are produced more effectively and efficiently by outside suppliers

(Yapg, et. al. 2007; Mclvor, 2008). The need to respond to market changes on a daily basis and

the difficulty of prediéting the direction of such changes mean that organizations must focus on

their core competences and capabilities and leave the non core activities to outsiders such that
they can improve on their organizational performance (Mclvor, 2008).
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Hetinat, J., Hill, ~. (2005), asserts that firms in the world seek to use outsourcing to gain a

competitive advantage in the market, which will ultimately lead to increased organizational

performance. (Elmuti,2004),suggested that effective outsourcing results in a competitive

advantage in the marketplace and this helps the firm to increase on its market share and 111 is will

on the other side also lead to improved organization performance.

The resource limitations that many companies are focing. few firms have the ability to apply

world-class resources to all areas of competition. Thus, in order to gain competitive advantage

they must select areas in which they will concentrate their resources (Hamel and Prahalad. 2004).

By outsourcing to specialist organizations services not generated by core competences.

corppanies can see an improvement in their organizational performance .Companies are ever

challenged to dilferentiate their services from the competitors in a marketJt is common

knowledge that an efficient and cost-effective service can give the competitive advantage that

companies seek. But the knowledge for achieving this is to ensure that they produce quality

products and this can be achieved by giving some activities that the organization cannot perform

better to the outside firm to perform them and concentrate on those that they can perform better.



1.2 Statement of the Probl4n

Many companies are affected with the challenge of poor organizational performance and this is

evidenced by reduction in their sales, delayed delivery of the products to their customers, non

response to customer orders, delivery of poor quality products to their customers(cooke, F. L

20(15). These challenges have affected the Organizations and affected their performance to the

extent that they have lost customers and reduced their sales which has affected their margin.

The researcher believes that if organizationsoutso~~ their non core activities to companies

whpre they think they can be performed better than when they perform them in-house and

concentrate on the core activities where they can do better, it will help them save time, produce

4uality products and be able to meet all the customer needs and hence improve on the

organizational performance. This therefore prompted the researcher to come up with an

assessment, of outsourcing option on organizatio~l performance using acase study ottrown

Beverages limited.

13 Purpose of the study
The main purpose of the study was assessing outsourcing on organizational performance.

I.

1.4 SpecIfic Objectives of the Study
I) To find outreasons fi~’outsourcing in organizations.

2) To analyze the effbc&ofoutsourcingon organizational performance.

3) To investigate ways of improving outsourcing in organizations.

4) To examine the various indicators ofeffective organizational performance

1.5 Research Questions
1) Why do organisations choose outsourcing?

2) What are the elThcts ofoutsourcing on organizational performance?

3) How can outsourcing be improved in Organisations~

4) What are the various indicators ofeffective organization~ performance

1.6 Scope of the Study
The spope reveals the Content scope, Geographical area that was covered and the Time scope.

3



1.6.1 Content Scope
The main focus of the study wasassessing outsourcing on organizational performance and

specifically it identifed reasons for outsourcing inorganisations. analyzed the effects ol’

outsourcingon organizational performance, how outsourcing can be improved in organ isations

and the varioLls md icators of effective organizational performance.

1.6.2 Geographical Scope

The study was coi~fined to Crown Beverages Limited which is located on Jinja road 10 kms li’om

Kyambogo University and 2 kms from Spear motors.

1.6.3 Time Scope
The study covereda period from March 201 7- December 201 7

1.7 Significance of the Study
The study will be important in the following ways

i. The findings of the study wi I Ihelp the management of Crown Beverages Limited to hi lv

identify the benefits associated with outsourcing.For example The stuclythe production

department,, procurement department, user departments and the administration on how best

they can apply outsourcing so as to achieve greater organisational performance

ii. The study will be of importance to the University because it will add on the existing literature

and it will be used for further research by different researchers who will carry out research in

the same area of the study.

iii. The study will helpthe company administration know how best they can apply outsourcing so

as to ach ieveorgan isational performance..

1.8 Qperational Definition of Key Terms

Outsou rcing

Outsourcing also sometimes referred to ~contracting out” is a business practice used by

companies to reduce costs or improve efficiency by shifting tasks, operations, jobs or processes

to an external contracted third party for a significant period of time

4



Organisational performance

The concept of organizational performance is the comparison of an organization~s goals and

objectives with it’s actual performances not three distinct areas; financial performances. market

performance and shareholder value. These three measures determine whether an organization is

meeting it’s goals

1.9 Conceptual Framework

Outsourcing Performance

Approaches to outsourcing
o Rationale for outsourcing
e Challeneges
o Impacts

Cost reduction
o Core competence
o innovation

Improved quality



CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

This section analyzed the available literature by different scholars about the topic based on the

study objectives.

2.1 Key Concepts

2.1.1 Outsourcing

In business, outsourcing is the contracting out of a business process to a third-party. The term

toutsourcing’ became popular in the United States near the turn of the 21st century. Outsourcing

sometimes involves transferring employees and assets from one firm to another, but not always.

Outsourcing is also used to describe the practice of handing over control of public services to

for-profit corporations (Che-Ha. N. 2009).

Outsourcing includes both foreign and domestic contracting, and sometimes includes off shoring

or relocating a business function to another country. Financial savings from lower international

labor rates is a big motivation for outsourcing/off shoring (Nikbin20 I 0).The opposite ol’

outsourcing is called in sourcing. which entails bringing processes handled by third-party firms

in-house, and is sometimes accomplished via vertical integration. However, a business can

provide a contract service to another business without necessarily in sourcing that husiness

process (Adler, p. 2003).

Two organizations may enter into a contractual agreement involving an exchange of services and

payments. Outsourcing is said to help firms to perform well in their core competencies and

mitigate shortage of skill or expertise in the areas where they want to outsource (Applehaum.

S.,2007).

In the early 21st century, businesses increasingly outsourced to suppliers outside their own

country, sometim~s referred to as offshoring or offshore outsourcing. Several related terms have

emerged to refer to various aspects of the complex relationship between economic organizations

or networks, such as nearshoring. crowd sourcing. multisourcing and strategic outsourcing

(Belcourt, Monica 2006).
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Outsourcing can offer greater budget flexibility and control. Outsourcing lets organizations pay

for only the services they need, when they need them. It also reduces the need to hire and train

specialized staff, brings in fresh engineering expertise, and reduces capital and operating

expenses (Bustinza,201 0).

One of the biggest changes in the early 21st century came from the growth of groups of people

using online technologies to use outsourcing as a way to build a viable service delivery business

that can be run from virtually anywhere in the world. The preferential contract rates that can he

obtained by ternp’orarily employing experts in specific areas to deliver elements of a prqjec

purely online means that there is a growing number of small businesses that operate entirely

online using offshore contractors to deliver the work before repackaging it to deliver to the end

user.

One common area where this business model thrives is in providing website creation. analysis

and marketing services. All elements can be done remotely and delivered digitally. and service

providers can leverage the scale and economy of outsourcing to deliver high-value services at

reduced end-customer prices (Cooper. C. L.. 2009).

Kotabe, (2009) Gilley and Rasheed (2000) state that there are three reasons for this. Firstly. the

acquisition of non-strategic services allows the organization to centre on what it really can do

well, that is, on the services whose resources have a high strategic value (Gilley, et. al. 2004).

Such a focusing on services not included in the core competences can increase performance and

allow the company to be more flexible. Secondly, increasing the outsourcing of nonstrategic

services can improve both the quality and the service (Desse/ a!., 2005). Lastly, the outsourcing

of services of low strategic value enables the company to reduce costs and improve its

competitive position (Gilley and Rasheed,2000: Espino-Rodriguez and Robaina 2004).

Bustinza, 0. F. D. (2010) shows that companies that make alliances by trusting external sources

have better results, reduce risks and improve the quality ratio while also increasing their capacity

of innovation and flexibility. Cooper. C. L.. (2009) propose a dynamic perspective. which

suggests an inverted relationship between outsourcing and performance.
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2.1.2 Organizational Performance

Organizational performance is the concept of how efThctive and efficient an organization is in

achieving the outcomes the organization intends to produce. The idea of organizational

performance is especially important for private organizations as most people who contribute

money to these organizations are interested in knowing whether the organization is effective in

accomplishing its goals.

However, scholars of many scholars acknowledge that the concept has multiple dimensions and

mu’tiple definitions. For example, while most private organizations define organizational

effbctiveness as ‘ogtcome accountability,’ or the extent to which an organization achieves

specified levels of progress tcjward its own goals, a minority of these people define eflèctiveness

as ‘overhead minimization,’. àr the minimization of flindraising and administrative costs Daft.

(Robin Wensly,2008).

Organizational performance captures organizational effectiveness plus the myriad internal

performance outcomes normally associated with more efficient or effective operations and other

extpmal measures that relate to considerations that are broader than those simply associated with

economic valuation (either by shareholders, managers, or customers), such as corporate social

responsibility (Dress, G;2005).

An organization’s performance is also dependent on its communicative competence and ethics.

The relationship between these three are simultaneous. Ethics is a foundation found within

orgapizational performance. An organization must exemplifr respect, honesty, integrity and

equi~ to allow communicative competence with the participating members. Along with ethics

and communicative competence, members in that particular group can finally achieve their

inteqded goals (Elmuti, Dean,2004).

Orgqnizational performance comprises the actual output or results of an organization as

meaqured against its intended outputs (or goals and objectives). Organizational performance

comqrises the actual output &‘ results of an organization as measured against its intended outputs

(or gqals and objectives) (Ahebe ,20 10).
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Organizational performance analysis emerged with the recognition by the researchers of a

dynamic link between organization structure and a number of identifiable variables such as

environmental stability, technology, net work connections and firm size. In this perspective.

organizational performance is described as being a contingent upon a number of internal and

extemal factors and the general proposition is that there can be no ~ideal typ&’ of the

organization form Padron-(Robaina. V. 2005).

Organizational performance is not only determined for the immediate survival but also for long

term benefit. They regarded the degree of movement as being a function of organizations culture

and political processes i.e. as being heavily influenced and constrained by history and ingrained

ideas as to what change are appropriate f~r the organizations~ performance not the environment

in which it operates, (Klass. B. 2003).

2.2 Reasons for Outsourcing in Organizations

Today a lot of companies have turned to outsourcing in order to improve their current situation.

As a matter of fact, outsourcing is considered to be the latest trend in modern economy all over

the world. Outsourcing has both positive and negative sides for a company. Though it can he

safely said that the reasons for outsourcing overweighs the negative things it may bring. Most of

entrepreneurs wonder what the reasons for outsourcing are and why they should risk the success

of their company over this method. Below are some of the reasons for outsourcing in

organizations.

Companies that outsource certain routine functions to offshore experts are capable of focusing on

their core competency. In rapid gro~v1h periods, the back-office operations of a company ~~ill

expend also. This expansion may start to consume resources (human and financial) at the

expense of the core activities that have made your company successful. Outsourcing those

activities will allow refocusing on those business activities that are important without sacrificing

quality or service in the back~office. Before outsourcing caught on in such a big way, healthcare

practices had to deal with functions like transcription, medical billing and claims processing

whk~h consumed a lot of their time and resources. However. now by outsourcing these processes

to external locations these practice are able to focus on their primary concern — ‘patient care’

(Pap~Iexandris, N. 2007).
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Companies go for outsourcing for ability to cut back on the amount of money they pa for

accomplishing particular services, It’s far more expensive for companies to avail the services of

professionals within their country compared to the equally skilled ones in olTshore countries.

Aside from being able to cut down on the expenses that the company spends is the fact that some

competitors of particular companies are probably using services of the outsourcing provider by

now. And, the oniy way to remain competitive is to outsource as well; not to mention. this \\ill

also expand the market of a particular company (Giardini, A.2008).

Another reason for outsoureing includes the fact that the communication and technology have

become more advanced than ever. Because of this, companies won’t have a hard time

communicating with their employers even if they are located in different parts of the world. And

it’s important that the speed of communication will not suffer at all (Gilley. K. 2000).

Migrating to newer technologies allows companies to make better use of their investments and

enjoy enhanced productivity and quality. Companies with outsourced IT processes are better

enabled to migrate to new technologies with minimum downtime and productivity disruption.

This can help the organization to quickly adapt to the new technologies which can help it lop

gain a competitive advantage (Gilley, K.2004).

In any outsourcing model the offshore partner supplements the operations of the outsourcing

company with redundancies and back—up mechanisms. In the event of any natural calamities.

accidents, market fluctuations or technical crises the rigorous disaster recovery mechanisms and

detailed back up plans at the offshore vendors end can help companies to rapidly respond to the

situation and get operations back on track within remarkable turnaround time (Greer. C. R.2009).

Companies that decide to outsource find that expensive infrastructure requirements are cut back

drastically as some of the functions move to external locations. Cutting edge IT systems. state

of-the-art customer servicecall centers and technical helpclesks entail heavy investments to

companies. By outsoui’cin~ these functions to external vendors, companies can keep their

investments in these areas very low (Hendry. .1:2005).

Apart from the financial benefits associated, another reason why companies outsource work is to

have processes delivered by teams that have operational expertise in the outsourced process.

10



Outsourcing gives companies access to world-class capabilities and infrastructure in the

outsourced tbnction (Hofstede, Geert 2010).

One of the key reasons why outsourcing has become a necessity is the shortage of talent in

countries like the U.S. and UK. As the previous generation ofworkers approach retirement, there

are precious frw newcomers coming in to fill the skills pipeline. The obvious outcome of this

acute talent shortage is an increased demand for skills wherever they may be available (Cooke.

F.2005).

Companies outsource to vendors who have domain expertise in the outsourced process. Their

experience in the field translates into greater operational efficiencies for the outsourcing

company which in return will help the company to offer superior products or services compared

to ifs competitors and also to enable it incur lower costs in production (Jarvis, A.,2006).

Companies often need to build one time applications. Such ad hoc or one time applications will

require which require high manpower resources and companies find that they are faced with the

need to ramp up in relatively short time spans. Outsourcing such needs is the best solution for

coippanies that wqnt to avoid expensive outlays for the short term (Abdul-Halim,2009).

One of the most talked about advantages of outsourcing to locations like India is the cheap labor

cos~s in these countries. Processes outsourced to these locations are done at much cheaper rates

and same quality levels as in the donor location. This translates into major cost savings for

companies. They also save on operational costs such as payroll, administrative costs, HR. power.

rentpls and utilities as processes move to other locations (Abu-Jarad,20l0).

Indtstries in the U.S. and UK are subject to seasonal fluctuations in work and lack of workers

duripg holidays add off-seasons. One of the advantages of outsourcing such processes to

couiflries like India and Philippines is that companies can deal with peak workloads and poor

staff strength during vacations and holidays (Adler, P.2003).

2.3 fle effects of outsourcing on organizational performance

Outsourcing or the practice of using outside firms to handle some of your business processes is

one of the most common business concepts for entrepreneurs. They are mostly done for cutting

If



costs, or because no better choice is available. However, there are actually many effects which

are both negative and positive that need to be understood so companies can take the most

advantage out of this practice.

The best advantage of outso~rcing stems from the added savings a company can enjoy. If the

same service can be provide~ at the same level of quality by another firm but for a much lower

cost, then any company will have every reason to outsource. For example, services such as call

center and customer service, medical billing, transcription, etc. can help save on 60% of total

costs (Belcourt, Monica 2006).

Outsourcing can allow you big increases in terms of productivity, profits. level of quality.

business performance, business value, and so on, Companies that handle everythiong in house

have to spend more on research, marketing and development, customer service and distribution

of expenses. However, outsourcing some procedures will allow your company and employees to

concentrate on the core of your business without compromise of the other deemed less important

processes. This increase in focus will consequently lead to increase in efliciency and productivity

(Bustinza, 0. F. D. 2010).

Outsourcing can save you a lot in terms of effort, time, infrastructure and labor costs. Hiring staff

and training them for peripheral or short—term project is quite expensive. You also have to invest

in fixed investments, and infrastructure costs have increased uncontrollably in the past decade. It

also will take some time before the hired employee can start working on the project required. or

the infrastructure to be completed. However, with outsourcing. you save your company from all

the burdens of manpower anc~ infrastructure. Instead, you can focus all your human resources and

infrastructure where they at’~ most efficient, and when they are needed most. The project can also

start as soon as possible (Cooper. C. L.2009).

Outsourcing part6èrs always make quicker deliveries and high-quality services. This can save

your company time and win the hearts of your customers, promoting customer trust and

loyaJty.tsi is because since they are experts in that field where they are working. it can enable

them to offer the services in the quickest period of time (Corby. S.2008).
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Outsourcing will gain your company no less than a competitive edge. Small companies most

especially cannot afford to provide the level of support that many large companies maintain.

However, even small companies can outsource and enjoy the same efficiency, economies of

scale, and expertise that Iarge~ corporations enjoy (Daft Richard L.,2000).

There are countless benefits of outsourcing. making it a very strategic business practice.

Remember though that outsourcing is not just about saving on costs, but bringing your compan\

long term profitability and opportunities for growth. This is because the company that will he

assigned to deliver the services will apply a lot of expertise that can help the organization to

improve on its productivity and margin (Day,2008).

Rules and regulations governing complex activities and financial planning often require

administration by individuals with superior levels of industry—related training and education.

Employing a reputable and experienced vendor to handle these duties on behalf’ of your company

may result in more accurate, detailed services than could be provided by an in—house stall.

Representatives of major insurance companies receive ongoing training and education about the

products they service and are typically knowledgeable about new products and industry changes

(Delmotte, J.,2008).

Health and financial matters tend to be sensitive issues which employees may not feel

comfortable talking about with a benefit-coordinating co-worker they see on a daily basis.

Outsourcing benefits allows employees to maintain a sense of privacy, which can also lead to

less animosity in the work~1ace. For example, if an employee is angry about being denied a

particular aspect of health ~care she feels she is entitled to under her plan, she may take her

frustrations out on an in—house benefits coordinator, creating a toxic work environment. If

benefits are outsourced and she has a neutral outside company i’epresentative to deal with.

frustrations remain outside the workplace (Dress. G, 2005).

Employers who administer employee benefits in-house may be at legal risk if employees ever

decide to litigate over an issue they feel is related to a breach of confidentiality from in-house

benefits administrators. For example, if an employee is facing a serious health issue she has kept

quiet, and management terminates her employment because of performance issues, she could

13



potentially charge that she was fired because the company had knowledge of her health issues.

Likewise, if an employee who borrows against her 401(k) plan is discharged. she could

potentially claim the company was aware of her personal financial struggles. Outsourcing

benefits places the burden o~confidentiality on the contract vendor (Elmuti. Dean.2004).

Outsourcing will allow operations that have seasonal or cyclical demands to bring in additional

resources when you need them and release them when youre done. For example an accounting

department that is short-handed during tax season and auditing periods. Outsourcing these

functions can provide the additional resources for a fixed period of time at a consistent cost

(Elmuti, 2010).

Operations whosç costs are running out of control must be considered for outsourcing.

Departments that may have evolved over time into uncontrolled and poorly managed areas are

prime motivators for outsourcing. In addition, an outsourcing company can bring better

management skills to your company than what would otherwise be available (Espino.2004).

Example: An information technology department that has too many projects, not enough people

and a budget that far exceeds their contribution tà the organization. A contracted outsourcing

agreement will force management to prioritize their requests and bring control back to that area

(Padron-Robaina, V,2005).

Outsourcing restricts confid~ntiality in an organization in that an outsourcing organization has to

ens~.ire that gives the outsourced company all the information concerning the organization

activities such tha~t the outsourced organization or company can get the starting point of hancil ing

the activities. This leads to giving out information to the outside party which limits

confidentiality (Gainey, T,2003).

In case you do not choose a right partner for outsourcing, some of the common problem areas

include stretched delivery time frames, sub-standard quality output and inappropriate

categorization of responsibilities. At times it is easier to regulate these factors inside an

organization rather than with an outsourced partner (Galanaki. E..2007).



Al~ough outsourcing mostsØ’ the times is cost-eflèctive at times the hidden costs involved in

signing a contract, while si4iiing a contract across international boundaries may pose a serious

threat (Giardini, A.Kabst R, 2008).

An outsourced vendor may be catering to the expertise-needs of multiple organizations at a time.

In such situations vendors may lack complete focus on your organization’s tasks. This afThcts the.

company activities because the outsourced company may fail to perform the activities in the

reqpired period oftime to meet the outsourcing company (Gilley, K.,2000).

2.4 Ways of Improving outsourcing in organizations
Organizations have to ensure that they outsource only non core activities in the organization and

they concentrate on the core activities. The core activities of the organization needs special a

tension and therefore organizations do not have to outsource such activities in that they can

ensure that the handle these activities themselves in the perfect and leave these non core

activities to the outsourced firm (Greer, C. R.,2009).

While outsourcing, organizations have to ensure that they use competent and experienced

cornpanies that can effbctively and efficiently handle the activities in a professional way. This is

because while outsourcing,1the outsourcing company shifts all the responsibilities to the

out~ourced company and tl4refore it’s the responsibility of the oóiaourced company to ensure

ihat )he activities are perfoJned well. Therefore outsourcing requires the use of competent firms

to hqndle the activities (Hendry, J:2005).

Outsourcing requires the outsourcing company to come up with clear terms and conditions of

the qutsourcing such that in case the outsourced company fails to perform according to the

expeptation, it will be liable for the consequences. This can force the outsourced company to

ensuçe that they perform the activities as expected and therefore it will improve on the

outspurcing forth; organizations that they hope to outsource (Hofttede, Geert 2010).

In o’der to improve on the outsourcing, the outsourcing organization has to ensure that they give

all tjie responsibility to the outsourced company concerning the outsourced activities. This

respqnsibility will help the outsourced company to design the procedures to be used in the
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nanagement of the. activiti4; and this will improve on the services of the outsourced company

(Cooke, F. L.2005).

Clear information and communication systems should be put in place in order such that the

out~ourcing company can eflèctively share information with the outsourced company on the

issqes to do with activities that have been outsourced. This can help the outsourced company to

desgn its activities in that many that can fit the outsourcing company’s needs and wants and

heqce improving on the outsourcing in an organization (Jarvis, A.,2006).

Organizations have to ensure that the activities that are outsourced are the aétivities that the

organization cannot manage effectively and therefore they require other organizations to handle

then activities. Those activities that the organization can manage are required to be performed in

house and those that the organization cannot manage are the ones that need to be outsourced to

other companies which can perform them better (Abdul-Halim. 2009).

The outsourcing company has to ensure that they keep on monitoring constantly the outsourced

company such thit they perform the activities as required by the organization needs. The

outpourcing company has to get a monitoring team and this team is supposed to carry out

supprvision on thi activitie7perfbrmed by the outsourced company such that all the intended

needs ofoutsourcing are mek(Abu-Jarad, 2010).

Orgqnizations that wish to outsource or that outsource have to ensure that they come up with

clear goals, aims and objectives of involving in outsourcing such that all the activities that are

performed by the outsourced company aims at the outsourcing companies objectives. This can

help to ensure that the needs of outsourcing are fUlfilled by the outsourcing company and also

met ~y the outsourced company which helps to i~nprove on the outsourcing (Adler, P.2003).

Improving on outsourcing needs proper cooperation between the outsourcing company and the

outsourced company such that they can easily share ideas and advise on how the activities are

supppsed to be performed. These ideas that are shared by these companies can help to design the

outsc~urced activities in a professional and experienced manner that can allow efficiency and

eflbctjveness in the activities outsourced (Applebaum, S.,2007).
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2.5 The various indicators of effective organizational performance

The level of innovation is a good indicator of organizational performance. Innovation is about

finding a better way of doing something. Innovation can be viewed as the application of better

solutions that meet new requirements, in—articulated needs, or existing market needs. This is

accomplished through more effective products. processes. services, technologies, or ideas that

are readily available to markets. An organization that keeps on innovating its products or

services is considered to be performing well compared to those that do not innovate their

products Belcourt, (Monica ,2006).

The quality of the products is an indicator of an organization performance. In manu facturing, a

measure of excellence or a state of being free from defects, deficiencies and

significantvariations. It is brought about by strict and consistentcomrnitment to certain standards

that achieveuniformity of a product in order to satisfy speci ic customer or userrequirements.

ISO 8402-1986 standarddefines quality as the totality of features and characteristics of a

product or service. Therefore higher qualities of the products or services offered b\ an

organization means that the company is performing well compared to others and on the other

side if the quality, of the prcducts or services offered by the company is low, it means that the

performance of the company is low (Bustinza, 0. F. D. 2010).

The level of customer satisfaction is used as an indicator of organizational performance.

Customer satisfaction is a measure of how products and services supplied by a company meet or

surpass customer expectation. Customer satisfaction is defined as the number of customers or

percentage of total customers, whose reported experience with a firm’s products or services

(ratings) exceeds specified satisfaction goals. If the customers are satisfied with the company’s

services or products, it will mean that the company is performing well compared to when the

customers are not satisfied with the company’s services (Cooper. C. L.,2009).

The number of customers that an organization has is used as an indicator of organizational

performance. Since the customers are the ones that support the company, if the organization has

many customers it will mean that the company is performing well compared to others and if the

numbers of customers are few, mean that the company is not performing well (Corby. S. 2008).
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The level of technological advancement adoption is an indicator of organizational performance.

technology in therworld is ever increasing day after day and organizations that fail to adapt to

such advancement are left lagging behind in that they can not compete favorable or even they

cannot perform best in their activities hence poor performance. Organizations that adapt to the

new technology have been seen as performing better in their activities because they are able to

improve on their activities (Daft.Richard L2000).

The profit margin of an organization can also be used as a good indicator ol organizational

performance in that if the organization is getting enough profits from its activities, it \vill mean

that its performing well in its activities and if the profit margins of the organization are lo\\. it

will mean that the organization is not performing well Day. (George S.~2OO8).

The number of sales of a company can determine the performance of an organization.

Organizations that sales mor~ products to the customers get a lot of revenue and therefore they

are able to improve on their performance compared to those that do not sale enough products or

that sale few prod~icts to the customers (Delmotte, J.,2008).

The rate of fraud existing in an organization can be used as an indicator of organizational

performance. If the fraud rate is high in an organization in the different functions of an

organization, it will mean that the organization is not performing well and therefore its

performance is poor compared to an organization that is experiencing low levels of fraud (Dress.

G; 2005).
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

This chapter mainly focused on the methods and procedures the researcher employed while

collecting the required data.

3.1 Research Design

The researcher ernployedan analytical and descriptive research design and she used both the

qualitative and quantitative research approaches.Questionnaires to the selected department were

distributed and after the agreed period of time were collected to see the response.

3.2 Study Population

3.2.1 Study Population

The study involved the procurement department. the accounts. Logistics department and the

administration.

3.2.2 Sample Size

Usipg the Krejcie, &Morgan, (1 970) table of determining Sample size from a given Population.

this Study will use a sample size oF 32 respondents and these respondents were got hom a

population of 35 a~s illustrated below:

Post/Department Population Sample Sampling method

Procurement 8 8 Purposive Sampling

Logistics 16 15 Purposive Sampling

Accc~unts 5 4 Purposive sampling

Administration 6 5 Purposive Sampling —

Total 35 32

3.2.3 Sampling 1~’Iethod

The researcher used Purposive Sampling technique where by respondents were selected by the

researcher basing on the office they hold and the level of knowledge about the Organ isation and

the topic of the study as well. The sampling technique was chosen because some information was

to be obtained from specific individuals who had expertise in issues to do with Outsourcing.
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3.3 Source of Data

The researcher used both primary and secondary sources of data collection.

3.3.1 Primary Data

A primary data source is an original data source that is: one in which the data are cot lected Rrst

hand by the researcher for a specific purpose. This was obtained through the interview guidesand

questionnaires that were distributed to the 32 respondents and required the respondent to decide

on the level of agreement. Likert Scale questions were used because they allow the respondent

liberty to express his or her views in details.

3.3.2 Secondary Data

Secondary data was collected from already published entity reports, journals, text books in the

company library and univers~ ty Ii brary.

3.4 Data Collection Instruments

The researcher used the following instruments to obtain data from the field.

3.4,1 Questionnaires

These constituted of both likert scale and open ended questions. Open ended questions were

designed to capture individual opinions with short questions which required short and direct

answers, the likert scale questions were used because most people do not have time to think and

answer these questionsgave the respondents chance to make the level of agreement on the

alternative answers to the questions. These two types of questionswere used in order for the

researcher to capture all the relevant information to fulfill the objectives. The respondents were

given enough time to properly and accurately interpret and understand the questionnaire.

3.4.2 Interview guide
The qualitative data was collected using the interview and here a structured interview was

considered with the top management. Interview was used due to certain officers who do not have

time to answer the questions.
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3.5 Validity and Reliability
mc validity and reliability of the tools to be used in the data collection exercise was confirmed

in that these tools were first approved by the supervisor of the research to assess if the tools can

capture the required information to fill the study objectives and purpose.

A pilot study then carried out to test whether the tools were successful and this was done in other

entjties not the case study that was used. After all this the researcher was sure of the validity and

reliability ofthe tools.

3.6 Ethical consideration
Thç researcher ensured that the.information got was treated with utmost confidentiality and it

was only shared. with the reasercher team only.

3.7 Data Processing, Presear&ation and Analysis Techniques
The quantitative data was coded, edited and processed to come up with the meaning.

Data Edlting;This involved the use of Microsoft word to arrange the data in the right order to

allqw more analyses.Data Sorting; The edited data was sorted out by the method of data

collection used and by data source for easy understanding and analyze.Data Coding; Thiswas

do4e by use of tallybasing on the information that was got from the respondents.

Data Processing; This involved the use of percentages that were got from the frequency, Tables

anc\ statistical graphs like pie charts and bar graphs.

3.8 ~.imltation of the Study
The research faced the following hindrances:

The jinancial constraints limited the researcher because the researcher needed to transport herself

to and from the company, printing, stationery, binding among others. This was solved by

solicjting funds from friends and relatives to allow finish the exercise.
4~

The gudy was given little time and it was difficult for the researcher to coordinate both research

and semester course programs. This was solved by balancing the limited time efficiently that is

drawing a timetable to be followed and the use of questionnaire method which did not require

physical presence all through the exercise.
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The respondent’s unwillingness to give the required information to the researcher was a

limitation where by some inlbrmation was confidential and the respondent could not reveal it out

to the researcher. This was solved by trying to convince them that the information is entirely

only fir study purposes and not any other use.

The researcher faced a challenge of the respondents failing to answer questions due to lack of

act4al knowledge. This was solved bS’ giving them more of likert scale questions where they

wefe at liberty to tick on the alternatives and little was called for on the open ended questions.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

4.0 Introduction

This chapter presents the research objectives and l~ndings obtained from the questionnaires that

were distributed to the 32 respondents from different departments in Crown Beverages Limited.

The presentation is in table fi~rm, showing frequencies and interpreted in form olpercentages.

4.1 Personal Data and General Characteristics and Respondents
Below are the tab.les that present the opinions and views of the respondents that were obtained

from the questionnaires that were distributed. It includes the interpretation on the Biodata at the

respondents and the objectives of the study which were set in Chapter one.

Table 4.1: Showing the Sex of the respondents

Sex Frequency Percentage (%)

Male

Female

Total

Source: Primary Data

The table 4.1 above reveals that majority of the respondents 18(56 %) were male while the

minority of the respondents I 4(44%) where females. This implies that the findings were sourced

from a gender sensitive sample whereby respondents were~ at least each gender other

than concentrating on one gender.

Table 4.2: Showing the age brackets of the respondents

Age Brackets Frequency Percentage (%)

20-29 4 13
-.,n -~c~ in -~iV-3~) IV 3

40-49 15 47

50 and above 3

Total 32 100

Source: Primary Data

18

14

56

32

44

100
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The table 4.2 abo’e shows that that majority of the respondents were between the ages of (40-

49) and these were represented with a percentage of (47%) this was followed with those

between the ages of (30-39) years with a percentage of (3 1 %) . those who were between the

ages of (20-29) were with the percentage of(13%) while the minority were 50 years and above

with a percentage of (9%). This implies that organization conforms to The Employment Act and

Labour Policy which stipulat~s that for someone to be employed, must be above I 8 years of’ age

as per the 1995 constitution of Uganda. thus the information is reliable.

Department/Position Frequency Percentage (%)

Procurement 8 25

Logistics 1 5 47

Accounts 4 12

Administration 5 16

Source: Primary Data

The above table 4.3 shows that the majority of the respondents (47%) were from the logistics

department, followed by (25%) from the procurement department. (16%) were [‘mm the

administration while the minority (12%) were from the accounts department. This implies that

most of the information was got from the logistics and Procurement department who are the key

players in issues to do with Outsourcing.

Table 4.4: Showing the department/position of the respondents

Department/Position Frequency Percentage(%)

Post Graduate 3 9

Undergraduate 20 63

Diploma 7 22,

Others 2 6

TotI 32 100

Source: Primary Data

Table 4.3: Showing the department/position of the respondents

Total 32 100
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The above table 4.4shows that the majority of the respondents (63%) were undergraduates. this

was followed by (22%) who were diploma holders, (9%) were post graduates while the minorit

(6%) were having other qualifications like ACCA and CIPs. This implies that the Organization

was got from qualified peoples who had the skills and expertise in the Organization roles thus the

information was apthentic.

Table 4.5: showing the number of years the respondent had spent in the entity

Number Of Years Frequency Percentage (%)

1-5 4 13

6-10 4 13

11-14 10 31

15 and above 14 43

Total 80 100

Source: Primary Data

The above table 4:4 shows that the majority of the respondents had spent 15 years and above this

is represented with a percentage of (43%), this was followed with those who have spent between

11—14 years with the same percentage of (3 1%), while the minority had spent between 6-10 years

and 1—5 years in the entity and were both tied up with the same percentage of (13%). This

implies that most of the respondents had spent enough time serving the organization and they

have sufficient knowledge ~ábout the entitv~s activities, drawbacks, the remedies and the

achievements hence the information given was reliable.

4.2 Reasons for Outsourcing in Organizations

Under this objective, the researcher focused on analyzing the data that was got Il-om the 32

respondents concerning thereasons for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited.
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Table 4.6: Showing the reasons for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited.

Strongly Agree Not disagree Strongly
~ agree sure disagree

1 2 3 4
Focusing on their core competency 32(100%) - - - -

Ability to cut back on the amount of 30(94%) 2(6%) - - -

money they pay for accomplishing

particular services

Advancement in technology 29(91%) 3(9%) - - -

Migrating to newer technologies 26(81%) 6(19%) - -

Have processes delivered by teams that 31(97%) 1(3%) - - -

have operational expertise

Shortage of talent in countries 30(94%) 2(6%) - - -

Availability of cheap labor costs in some 29(91%) 3(9%) - -

countries

Avoidance of risks 30(94%) 2(6%) - -

Source: Primary Data

The table 4.6 above revealed that all the respondents that took part in the study (100%) strongly

agreed that focusing on core competency is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages

Limited.

(94%) strongly agreed that ability to cut back on the amount of money they pay for

accomplishing particular services is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and

(6%) agreed.(9l%) strongly agreed that advancement in technology is the reason for Outsoureing

in Crown Beverages Limited and (9%) agreed. (81%) strongly agreed that migrating to newer

techpologies is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (19%) agreed.

(97%) strongly agreed that having processes delivered by teams diat have operational expertise is

the reason for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (3%) agreed.

(94%) strongly agreed that shortage of talent in countries is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown

Beverages Limited and (6%) agreed. (9 1%) strongly agreed that availability of cheap labor costs

in some countries is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (9%)
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agreed.(94%) stro~igly agreed that avoidance of risks is the reason for Outsourcing in Crown

Beverages Limited and (6%agreed.

This implies that focusing on core competency is the reason [‘or Outsourcing in Crown Beverages

Limited. the company has decided to outsource such that they give more time and resources to

the core activity.

4.3 Effects of Outsou rcing on Organizational Performance

Under this objective, the researcher focused on analyzing the data that was got fl’om the 32

respondents concerning theeffects of Outsourcing performance of Crown Beverages Limited.

Table 4.7: Showing the effects of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages
Limited.

Strongly Agree Not disagree Strongly
~g~ç_~ sure disagree

1 2 3 4 5
Savings to a company 28(88%) 4(12%) - - -

Big increases in terms of productivity, 30(94%) 2(6%) - -

profits, level of quality, business
performance, business value, and so
on
Saves a lot in terms of effort, time, 31(97%) 1(3%) - - -

infrastructure and labor costs
Quickei deliveues and hv~i—qualitv 30(94%) 2(6%) -. - -

services
Increases on a competitive edge 29(91 %) 3(9%) - -

long term profitability and 24(75%) 8(25%) - -

opportunities for growth
Result in more accurate, detailed 30(94%) 2(6%) - - -

services than could be provided by an
in-house staff
Outsourcing will al low operations that 26(8 1%) 6(1 9%) - - -

have seasonal or cyclical demands to
bring in additional resources when
you need them and release them when
you’re done
Outsourcing restricts confidentiality 27(84%) 5(16%) - - -

Sub-standard quality output 24(75%) 8(25%) - - -

lack of complete focus on your 28(88%)
organization’s tasks
Source: Primary Data

4(12%)
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The table 4.7 above revealed (88%) of the respondents strongly agreed that Savings to a

company is effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and(12%) agreed.

(94%) of the respondents strongly agreed that big increases in terms of productivity. pmf~t~. level

of quality, business performance. business value, and so on is effect of Outsourcing on

performance of Crown Beverages and(6%) agreed.

(97%) of the respondents strongly agreed that saving a lot in terms of effort, time, in h~astructure

and labor costs is effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and(3%)

agreed.(94%) of the respondents strongly agreed that Quicker deliveries and high-quality

services is the effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and(6%) agreed.

(9 1%) of the respondents strongly agreed that increasing on a competitive edge is the eftèc~ of

Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and(9%) agreed.

(75%) of the respondents strongly agreed that long term profitability and Opportunities for
growth is the effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and(25%) agreed.

(94%) of the respondents strongly agreed with result in more accurate, detailed services than

could be provided by an in-house staff as the effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown

Beverages and(6%) agreed.(81%) of the respondents strongly agreed that outsourcing allows

operations that have seasonal or cyclical demands to bring in additional resources when you need

them and release them when oure done as the effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown

Beverages and(19%) agree&(84%) of the respondents strongly agreed that outsourcing restricts

confidentiality as the effedt of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and( I 6%)

agreed. (75%) of the respondents strongly agreed that Sub—standard quality output is the effect of

Outsourci ng on performance of Crown Beverages and (25%) agreed.

(88%) of the respondents strongly agreed that lack of complete focus on your organization’s

tasks is the effect of Outsourcing on performance of Crown Beverages and (12%) agreed.

This implies that outsourcing has helped Crown Beverages Limited to save a lot in terms of

effort. time, infrastructure and labor costs and this has helped the company to improve on its

performance.

4.4 Ways of Improving Outsourcing

Under this objective, the researcher focused on analyzing the data that was got from the 32

respondents concerning theways of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited.
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Table 4.8: Showing the ways of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited.

Strongly Agree Not disagree I Strongly
agree sure disagree

1 2 3 4 5
Outsource only non core activities 30(94%) 2(6%) - - -

Use competent and experienced companies 29(91%) 3(9%) - - -

that can effectively and efficiently handle the
activities in a professional way —_________

coming up with clear terms and conditions of 27(84%) 5(16%) - - -

the outsourcing
Ensure that they give all the responsibility to 25(78%) 7(22%) - - -

the outsourced company concerning the
outsourced activities
Clear information and communication 28(87%) 4(13%) - - -

systems should be put in place — -

Ensure that the activities that are outsou reed 26(8 1%) 6( 1 9%) - - -

are the activities that the organization cannot
manage effectively
Monitoring constantly the outsourced 29(91%) 3(9%) - -

company
Coming up with clear goals. aims and 27(84%) 5(16%) - - -

objectives of involving in outsourcing
Proper cooperation between the outsourcing 28(88%) 4(1 2%)
company and the outsourced company ______

Source: Primary Data

The table 4.8 above revealed (94%) of the respondents strongly agreed that Outsource only non

core activities is the way of Improving Outsourcingin Crown Beverages Limited and (6%)

agreed.(9l%) of the respondents strongly agreed that use of competent and experienced

companies that can effectively and efficiently handle the activities in a professional way is the

way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (9%) agreed,

(84°/a) of the respondents strongly agreed that coming up with clear terms and conditions of the

outsourcing is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Cro\vn Beverages Limited and (I 6%)

agreed.

(78%) of the respondents strongly agreed that ensuring that they give all the responsibility to the

outsourced company concerning the outsourced activities is the way of Improving Outsourcing

in Crown Beverages Limited and (22%) agreed. (87%) of the respondents strongly agreed that

putting information and communication systems in place as the way of Improving Outsourcing
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in Crown Beverages Limited and (13%) agreed. (81%) of the respondents strongly agreed that

ensuring that the activities that are outsourced are the activities that the organization cannot

manage effectively is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (I 9%)

agreed. (91%) of the respondents strongly agreed that monitoring constantly the outsourced

company is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (9%) agreed.

(91%) of the respondents strongly agreed that monitoring constantly the outsourced compan\ is

the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (9%) agreed. (84%) of the

respondents strongly agreed that coming up with clear goals, aims and objectives of involving in

outsourcing is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and (1 6%)

agreed.

(88%) of the respondents strongly agreed that Proper cooperation between the outsourcing

company and the outsourced company is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown I3everages

Limited and (12%) agreed.This implies thatCrown Beverages Limited has ensured that they

outsource only non core activities and concentrated on the core activities.

4.5 The Various Indicators of Effective Organizational Performance

Under this objective, the researcher focused on analyzing the data that was got fI’om the 32

respondents concerning thevarious indicators of effective organizational performance in Crown

Beverages Limited.

Table 4.9: Showing the various indicators of effective performance in Crown I3evcragcs
Limited _____ ________ _______

Strongly Agree Not disagree Stron~,~ly
agree sure disagree

1 2 3 4
The level of innovation }l(97%) 1(3%) - -

The quality of the products 3 0(94%) 2(6%) - - -

The level of customer satisfaction 29(91 %) 3(9%) - -

The number of customers 30(94%) 2(6%) - - -

The level of technological advancement 28(88%) 4(12%) - - -

The profit margin of an organization 26(81 %) 6(19%) - - -

The number of sales of a company 27(84%) 5(16%) - - -

The late of flaud existing in an oiganization 25(78%) 7(22%) - -

Source: Primary Data
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The table 4.9 above revealed (97%) of the respondents strongly agreed that level of innovation is

the indicator of effective performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (3%) agreed.

((94%) of the respondents strongly agreed that quality of the products is the indicator of effective

performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (6%) agreed.(9 1%) of the respondents strongly

agreed that level of customer satisfaction is the indicator of effective performance in Erown

Beverages Limitedand (9%) agreed.(94%) of the respondents strongly agreed that the number of

customers is the indicator of effective performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (6%)

agreed.

(88%) of the respondents strongly agreed that level of technological advancement is the indicator

of effective performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (12%) agreed.

(81%) of the respondents strongly agreed that prolit margin of an organization is the indicator of

effective performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (19%) agreed.

(84%) of the respondents strongly agreed that number of sales of a company is the indicator at

effective performance in Crown Beverages Limitedand (16%) agreed. (78%) of the respondents

strongly agreed that rate of fraud is the indicator of effective performance in Crown I3everages

Lirnitedand (22%) agreed.

This implies thatCrown Beverages Limited has been able to determine its performance basing on

the levels of innovation it makes in the services and products
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the discussions of the findings that were interpreted in chapter four.

5.1 Summary Conclusion
In a view of the findings obtained, the researcher concluded by saying that the company has

engaged in outsourcing so as to concentrate on the core activities and get other companies to

perform the non core activities.

It was also concluded that ever since the company adopted the outsourcing it has been able to

save a lot in terms of effort, time. infrastructure and labor costs and this has helped the company

to improve on its performance.

The company has been able to improve on the outsourcing by ensuring that they outsource univ

the non core activities that do not affect the overall performance of the companv.Finaliv it was

seep that the company has been able to determine how ii is performing in the activities by

considering the level of innovation in its activities.

5.2 Discussion of the Findings

Below is the discussion of the three objectives that were used in the study.

5.2.1 Reasons for Outsourcing in Organizations.

Objective one, results from the data obtained revealed that focusing on core competency is the

reason as to why Crown Beverages Limited has adopted the Outsourcing and this was

represented with the biggest percentage of (100%) in table 4.6. This analysis is in line with

(Papalexandris, N. (2007) who stated that companies that outsource certain routine functions to

offshore experts are capable of focusing on their core competency. In rapid growth periods. the

back-office operations of a company will expand also. This expansion may start to consume

resources (human and financial) at the expense of the core activities that have made your

company successful. Outsourcing those activities will allow refocusing on those business

activities that are important without sacrificing quality or service in the back—office. l3efore

outsourcing caught on in such a big way. healthcare practices had to deal with functions like

ti’anscription, medical billin~ and claims processing which consumed a lot of their time and
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resources. However, now by outsourcing these processes to external locations these practice are

able to focus on their primary concern.

5.2.2 The Effects of Outsourcing on Organizational Performance.

The results revealed that outsourcing has helped Crown Beverages Limited to save a lot in terms

of effort, time, infrastructure and labor costs and this has helped the company to improve on its

performance and this is represented with the biggest percentage of respondents (97%) in table

4.7. This analysis is in line with (Cooper. C. L., 2009) who said that Outsourcing can save you a

lot in terms of effort, time, infrastructure and labor costs. Hiring staff and training them for

peripheral or short-term project is quite expensive. You alsQ have to invest in Oxed investments.

and infrastructure costs have increased uncontrollably in the past decade. It also will take some

time before the hired employee can start working on the project required, or the infrastructure to

be completed. However, with outsourcing. you save your company from all the burdens of

manpower and infrastructure. Instead, you can focus all your human resources and in frastructure

where they are most efficient, and when they are needed most. The project can also start as soon

as possible.

5,2.3 Ways of Improving Outsourcing

Basing on the objective results in chapter four, it reveals that outsourcing only non core activities

is the way of Improving Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited and this was represented with

the biggest percentage of respondents (94%) in table 4.8. This analysis is in line with (Greer. C.

R., 2009) who asserted that organizations have to ensure that they outsource only non core

activities in the organization and they concentrate on the core activities. The core activities of the

organization needs special a tension and therefore organizations do not have to outsource such

activities in that they can ensure that the handle these activities themselves in the perfect and

leave these non core activities to the outsourced firm.

5.2.4 The Various Indicators of Effective Organizational Performance

The findings revealed that le~ el of innovation is the indicator of effective performance in Crown

Beverages Limitedand this ~ represented with the biggest percentage of respondents (97%) in

table 4.9. This is in line witl (Belcourt, Monica 2006) who asserted that the level of innovation is

a good indicator of organization Innovation is about finding a better way of doing something.
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Innovation can be viewed as the application of better solutions that meet new requirements, in—

articulated needs, or existing market needs. This is accomplished through more effective

products, processes, services, technologies, or ideas that are readily available to markets. /-\n

organization that Reeps on innovating its products or services is considered to be performing well

compared to those that do not innovate their products.

5.3 Summary of the Findings
The following were the key findings of the study in accordance with the data collection tools that

were used that is the interview method and the questionnaire method and were in line with the

objectives of the study.

I) The results from bot~i data collection tools revealed that focusing on core competency is

the reason as to why Crown Beverages Limited has adopted the Outsourcing.

2) The findings revealed that outsourcing has helped Crown Beverages Limited to save a lot

in terms of effort, time, infi’astructure and labor costs and this has helped the company to

improve on its performance.

3) The result revealed that outsourcing only non core activities is the way of Improving

Outsourcing in Crown Beverages Limited.

4) Level of innovation was seen as the indicator of effective performance in Crown

Beverages Limited.

5.4Recommendations

The researcher put forward the following recommendations.

I) The company should ensure that they outsource only from competent firms that can help

them achieve the desired benefits.

2) Proper communication systems should be put in place so as to effectively share

information between the 6utsourced firm and the Crown Beverages Limited

3) The company should ensure that they give all the relevant information to the outsourced

firm so as to help it design the right procedures to handle the activities.

4) The company should ensure that it puts ~n place strict terms on the outsourced company

such that it can perform the required activities in the right way.
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5) The company should ensure that outsource to companies that are near such that they can

propel monitor the outsourced activities.

5.5.Areas ofFurther Reasearch

• The impact ofOutsourcing on Profitability ofa firm

• The Challenges faced in Outsourcing

• The impact of outsourcing on organizational effectiveness
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APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear respondent.

I amKamukama Patience, a student of Kampala International University pursuing a Bachelors

degree in Supply and Procurement Managementcarrying out research entitled~The impact of

outsourcing on Organizational Peiformance” with a case study of Crown Beverages Uganda

Limited. This information is entirely for academic purposes therefore will be kept confidential

Kindly feed in the information

INSTRUCTIONS

o Please tick the appropriate responses.

o Fill in the blank spaces where necessary

SECTION A: PERSONAL DATA

I Gender of the respondent

(i)Male I I
(ii) Female _____

2. What is your department/position?

3. Age bracket of the respondent

20-29years. I I 30-39 “ear ~ I 40-49 years I ~1 50 years and above

4. Education level

Post graduate I J under Graduate L~ZJia othersj ~fy

5. Years spent at the organization

1-Syears. L I6-lOyears, L I l-I4years. I 115 and above years
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In the following sections, please tick your level of agreement in reference to the statement as

illustrated below. As one moves away from I towards 5 it shows a reduction in the level of

agreement to the question

1=strongly agree 2=Agree 3=Not sure 4= Disagree 5=stronglv (lisagree

SECTION B:

REASONS FOR OUTSOURCING IN ORGANIZATIONS

1. The reason for outsourcing in your Crown Beverages Limited are;

Sub~standard quality output
lack of complete focus on your organization’s tasks

Statement

____ 12345
Focusing on their core competency
Ability to cut back on the amoLint of money they pay for accomplishing particular
services
Advancement in technology
Migrating to newer tech no log~s
Have processes delivered by teams that have operational_expertise
Shortage of talent in countries
Availability of cheap labor costs in some countries
Avoidance of risks

SECTION C:

THE EFFECTS OF OUTSOURC1NG ON ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE

1. Theeffects of outsourcing on organizational performance are;

Statement —

1 2 3i4~5
Savings to a company —

Big increases in terms of productivity, profits, level of quality, business performance.
business value, and so on
Saves a lot in terms of effort, time, infrastructure and labor costs
Quicker deliveries and high~quality services
1ncr~ases on a competitive edge
~ng term profitability and opportunities for growth ——___________________________

Result in more accurate, detailed services than could be~
Outsourcing will allow operations that have seasonal or cyclical demands to bring in
additional resources when you need them and release them when youre done
Outsourcing restricts confidentiality
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SECTION D:

WAYS OF IMPROVING OUTSOURCING

Outsourcing can be improved through the following;

Statement~ 12341,5

Outsource only non core activities

Failure to sigh the ethical code of conduct

Use competent and experienced companies that can effectively and efi~ciently handle
the activities in a professional way
coming up with clear terms and conditions oftheoutsourcing
Ensure that they give all the responsibility to the outsourced company concerning the
outsourced activities
Clear information and communication systems should be put in place

Ensure that the activities that are outsourced are the activities that the organization
cannot manage effectively
Monitori iig constantly the outsou reed corn pany

Corning up with clear goals, aims and objectives of involving in outsourcing

Piopei coopeiation between the outsouicingcornpany and the outsouicerl panv~

SECTION E:

THE VARIOUS INDICATORS OF EFFECTIVE ORGANIZATIONAl.
PERFORMANCE
The various indicators of effective organizational performance are;
Statement

—___________The level of innovation
—_________The quality of the products - -

The level of customer satisfaction
The number of customers
The level of technological advancement
The profit margin of an organization
The number of sales of a company — —

The rate of fraud existing in an organization

Thanks for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX II

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Introduction

I want to thank you for taking the time to meet with me today.

I arnKamukarnaPatience, a student of Kampala International University and 1 would like to

share with you about Outsourcing hut specifically I would like to examine the impact of

outsourcing on organizational lerfol’mance.

Interviewee Date

Questions

1) Why do organizations choose outsourcing?

2) What are the effects of outsourcing on organizational performance’?

3) How can outsourcing be improved in organizations?

4) What are the various i iid icators of effective organizational performance

Thanks for your time
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